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I am not sure how you are doing in your county, but we are
hitting roads hard and heavy in our area. Spring break up on
roads was minimal this spring with the reduced winter moisture and moderate
temperatures. So our crews are wearing hard on the grader blades.
On April 18th, I attended the Annual Fire Warden’s Conference held in Bozeman. It
is a multiday meeting bringing most Fire Wardens from around the state together
with agency fire folks including DNRC to discuss relationships, technology, and
predictions for the coming year related to wildfire. It was good to acquaint myself
with many of the players in this field, many of whom I have met over the years. I sat
on a panel with Commissioner Doug Martin from Rosebud County discussing the
ever increasing issue of recruiting and maintaining volunteers in fire departments,
ambulance and search and rescue. Doug is a past Fire Warden and offered a
perspective on the issue from his long experience in that field. I was on our local
Fire department in Sheridan for a number of years and probably represent one of
the examples discussed as I reached a point in that time of my life that I felt I needed to step down from the Fire Department as well as several other volunteer
positions that I served because it was affecting my job, my family and my health.
However viewed, it was a good day with many thoughts on how to address the
issue of volunteerism in emergency services in the future.
Thank goodness the 2015 legislative Session is concluded. Many of the bills that
MACo sent forward were passed. We did lose on several. But, in the end, the Leadership Team of MACo as well as Harold and staff felt that it was a successful year
for counties. Taking that comment to SB 416, the last bill heard in the session and
the one that provided statewide infrastructure funding, was another discussion depending on where you live, what you think of bonding, and what the condition of
your water/sewer and related needs are. As the most recent MACo Legislative
Update states, “The Legislature did not pass any major legislation regarding infrastructure….but they could be called back for a special session specifically for that
purpose.” From my viewpoint, that alone is anyone’s guess!!
In closing my comments, I want to thank Harold for his intensity and tremendous
knowledge through the session. As well, I appreciate the work of Sheryl, Shantil and
our seasoned lobbyist, John Esp from the Sweet Grass area. Our team was well
respected and appreciated by legislators and others each day for their expertise in
watching our bills as well as assisting in clarifying and adding measure to numerous
other bills. I saw that respect every day I was there.
I, too, say Thank You!!!
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February 22, 2015
The Telecommunications and Technology meeting was a bit different this time, at least from my perspective,
since it was my first conference as the committee chair and secondly because we extended to a three hour
format.
The changes in the Telecom world have been coming at a rapid fire pace and will likely accelerate further as
the Obama administration attempts to complete their goals prior to the end of his term. The primary goal of
this meeting was to bring our membership up to speed on the issues moving forward and start the discussion
on which of these issues the committee should craft policy for consideration at the summer NACo meeting.
Even the expansion to the three hour timeframe proved inadequate for robust discussions but it did provide
for a good primer from which we can work toward developing policy.
With that introduction let me outline the speakers and topics that we discussed.
Panel Discussion: Updating the Communications Act: What it means for Counties.
The House Energy and Commerce Committee has stated its intention to update the Communications Act,
the primary body of law that regulates the communications and technology sectors.
• Mr. Tim Lay, Partner, Spiegel & McDiarmid LLP
• Rick Cimerman, Vice President of External and State Affairs, National Cable and Telecommunications
Association (NCTA)
Since these actions have yet to take place our speakers discussed some of the potential actions and how
they might impact counties as regulators, customers and in some states, providers of telecommunication
services.
One hot topic in this arena is the manner in which the FCC has chosen to address the issue of Net Neutrality.
Another is the proposed regulation of Internet providers as common carriers. How will that change impact
investment and deployment of new technologies? Where do cable systems fit in the proposed regulatory
system and how will this effect municipal franchise fees? Will public access programming that cable systems
are required to provide also be required of other providers like satellite or internet based content providers?
Many in congress are concerned that the recent direction taken by the FCC with these and other issues will
require a substantial rewrite of the Telecommunications Act. I should note that even before recent FCC
actions, there was a growing recognition that the Telecommunications Act needed to be rewritten just
because of the Technological changes that have occurred since the act was passed in 1996.
Consider for a moment what the telecommunications business looked like in 1996. Analog Cell phones were
mounted in cars or briefcases, the internet was in its infancy at best, Facebook and YouTube were not even
dreams, cable TV was just that TV only and almost every home in America had a hard line phone.
Mr. Lay and Mr. Cimerman outlined out the challenges and the potential issues they saw from their different
perspectives and provided a good overview of why these issues matter to counties.
Continued on page 3...
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Federal Agency Update: Federal Communications Commission
The Federal Communications Commission regulates interstate and international communications by radio,
televisions, wire, satellite and cable for the nation. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the commission is the United States' primary authority for communications law, regulation and
technological innovation. Mr. Vadas will give an update on: E-Rate modernization, FCC’s new online
consumer complaint portal and wireless E911 location accuracy.
• Mr. Gregory Vadas, Chief, Office of Intergovernmental Affairs, Consumer and Governmental Affairs
Bureau, Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Mr. Vadas is no stranger to Telecommunications issues and how they relate to rural states, especially
Montana. I first met Greg in 2006 when he was a Congressional Fellow from the FCC assigned to Senator
Burns’ staff. I am pleased to be working with Greg again on Telecommunications issues. Some of the issues
discussed by other panelists during our meeting could not be addressed by Mr. Vadas because the FCC had
not yet announced their rulings. As an employee of the FCC he was not free to speculate like the other
panelists could. We will have him back in the future to update once the FCC has formally announced their
intentions.
Instead he discussed the changes in the E-rate program which is a dedicated funding stream from the
Universal Service Fund that is used to provide telecom services to schools. The Order adopted in July takes
major steps to modernize and streamline the schools and libraries universal service support program and
focuses on expanding funding for Wi-Fi networks in elementary and secondary schools and libraries across
America.
Since its inception in 1997, the E-rate program has helped ensure that eligible schools and libraries have
affordable access to the Internet. In modernizing the program, the Order seeks to ensure that the program is
geared towards meeting the broadband needs of schools and libraries in today's world of interactive,
individualized digital learning.
The Order adopts three goals for the E-rate program: (1) ensuring affordable access to high-speed broadband sufficient to support digital learning in schools and robust connectivity for all libraries, (2) maximizing the
cost-effectiveness of spending for E-rate supported purchases, and (3) making the E-rate application process
and other E-rate processes fast, simple and efficient. The Order then takes actions aimed at reaching those
goals. With respect to high-speed broadband, the Order increases focus on the largest and most urgent
need—closing the Wi-Fi gap—while transitioning support away from legacy technologies (telephones). Next,
the Order adopts improvements that will ensure E-rate money is spent smartly. Finally, the Order enacts numerous changes that will improve program administration. Collectively, these actions will ensure greater access to E-rate support for the Wi-Fi networks needed to connect 10 million students a year to 21st Century
educational tools and target an additional $5 billion for Wi-Fi services over the next five years.
The other topic covered by Mr. Vadas of interest to Montana counties was the discussion of enhanced 911
wireless location technologies. Not surprisingly the technology for locating a cell phones position has
improved over the years and not all vendors have chosen the same pathway. There is currently underway an
industry driven effort to create a single standard, reduce location errors and to provide height location as well
as a latitude and longitude position. In other words instead of the just providing the street address, it would
also provide the floor the caller was on. If this was interfaced with a 3 dimensional GIS system that contained
building plans, an apartment number could be generated as well.
Continued on page 4...
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Not very important out on the prairie or in the forest, but in an apartment complex, knowing which floor the
emergency was on could be critical.
Panel Discussion: Internet Protocol (IP) Transition – Where are we now?
The IP transition refers to the technological transition from traditional single purpose technologies (like timedivision multiplexing i.e. traditional phone lines) to IP-based networks that are built for transmitting not only
voice but also data. AT&T has started the transition to all-IP services in two states, Florida and Alabama.
AT&T will give an update on the current status of AT&T IP transition trials. Additionally, state and government
representatives will share their views on what the IP transition could mean for counties.
Mr. Frank Simone, Vice President, Federal Regulatory Affairs, AT&T
Mr. Brian O’Hara, Legislative Director Telecommunications and Water, National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
 Mr. Daniel Kahn, Deputy Division Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau, Federal Communications
Commission (FCC)



At first glance you might ask why this is “IP Transition” thing an issue to Montana counties? Why does it
matter what kind of phone people have? In truth it matters a great deal and the panelists shared their
perspectives on several key elements.
There are four primary ways to get phone service in Montana and each of them is regulated in a different
fashion. There is the classic hard wire phone which is strictly regulated by the FCC and the Montana PSC.
These carriers are essentially monopoly carriers with minimum service requirements, pricing caps and designated areas of coverage or they are Utility Co-ops which are regulated in a somewhat different manner but
still have areas of operations and service requirements coming from Federal funding via the Universal Service
Fund.
The second primary source of telephone service is cellular. Unlike the classic hard wire phone, these companies compete is a much less regulated environment and do not utilize the large physical infrastructure
required by the wire to every home and business model. This does not mean that they do not have massive
investments in infrastructure, they do, but it is a very different type of investment. The third type of phone
service which is gaining popularity is VOIP over internet service which is not currently regulated. The fourth
service type is satellite and once again the regulations and infrastructure investment for this type of service
are vastly different. These different models yield vastly different property taxation revenues and different
types of interactions with counties.
Since each is regulated differently your ability to interact with each type of carrier is different and in particular
your relationship in terms of your PSAP (911 dispatch center) is very different. Doing a 911 locate on a hard
line is very easy since you know in advance the physical location of every hard line phone. Cellular is not as
easy because the phones move so your PSAP has to have more advanced (more expensive) equipment to
be able to receive the current location of the cell phone calling 911. Satellite phone carriers are required to
reroute 911 from central answering points to the appropriate PSAP and supply that PSAP with the location of
the phone. 911 calls from Internet phones through cable companies or Wi-Fi connections may or may not
reach the correct PSAP since they are not tied to a physical location nor are they required to send physical
location data with a 911 call. So as you can see, the change away from the classic hard line phone impacts
your 911 PSAP very directly both operationally and financially.
Continued on page 5...
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It was also noted that the “quarters” system that is used to partially support most PSAPs does not apply to all
of these technologies, so 911 quarters revenue is failing nationwide at the same time the cost of providing
911 services to these new types of phones is rising steadily.
The AT&T trials are the first attempts to convert entire communities from the classic hardwire phones to VOIP
and wireless service and it is a significant challenge. Consider for a moment all of the devices that are
available to attach to our old classic phone. Medical monitoring equipment such as Heart monitors, intrusion
alarm systems for homes and business, water infiltration monitors, “life Alert buttons”, special needs phones
for our hearing, sight and mobility impaired citizens and a myriad of lesser known devices. The conversion to
IP will need to accommodate all of these types of add on services as well as 911 locate. Additionally, these
services will need to work during an emergency such as a power outage. No big deal right? Wrong. Have
you ever noticed that when power is out your old hard wire phone still works? That is because the phone is
powered by the wire connecting it to the central switch. This is not the case with VOIP phones so people who
switch to VOIP phones in their home will need to provide backup power systems for their phones and the
VOIP switches or their phone will not function during a power outage. Many people are unaware of this when
they make the decision to convert and are surprised the first time they lose power and need to use the phone.
Wireless Infrastructure Siting – Next Steps and Resources for Implementing the Order in Your County
In October 2014, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released rules that interpret Section 6409
(a) of the Middle Class Tax Relief Act or the “Spectrum Act” which states that “…a State or local government
may not deny, and shall approve, any eligible facilities request for a modification of an existing wireless tower
or base station that does not substantially change the physical dimensions of such tower or base station.”
NACo, in conjunction with several local government groups and industry groups, are developing resources for
counties to use as they implement the FCC Order which becomes effective on April 8, 2015.
• Mr. Van Bloys, Government Affairs Counsel, PCIA – The Wireless Infrastructure Association
The implications for county government are quite obvious with this issue. The Federal government has
created a process for you whether you like it or not to make certain sure that county governments do not
impede the deployment of wireless technology. The rules set specific timelines for the approval of these
wireless towers and upgrades to existing towers. They provide for penalties for counties that do not meet the
timelines and make the default outcome that you have to grant the request. I am not aware of any county in
Montana that does not welcome further deployment of wireless technology but there are a few counties
across the nation that have given the FCC the desire to make these new rules.
NACo, through the Telecommunications and Technology, has been engaged in this rulemaking process but
we were unable to convince the FCC that these rules were not necessary. We did however convince them to
allow us to develop some best practices documents that could be used as guidance for counties to follow.
We and our partners in this endeavor have produced a draft version of this guidance and a checklist that
counties can utilize to meet these new requirements. We expect the draft of the best practices document to
be available in June.
These documents can be accessed from the NACO web site at: http://www.naco.org/legislation/policies/
Documents/Telecommunications%20and%20Technology/Model-Ord-NACo.pdf
http://www.naco.org/legislation/policies/Documents/Telecommunications%20and%20Technology/NACoChecklist.pdf
Continued on page 6...
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Rural Broadband – Issues and Solutions
Broadband expansion into rural areas has been challenging for many counties. Speakers will address local
efforts to expand broadband deployment and challenges faced along the way. Speakers will also address potential sources of funding for broadband projects.
• Ms. Lynn Black, County Administrator, San Juan County, Colo.
• Hon. Mike Smith, Commissioner, Sherman County, Ore.
The problem of limited or no broadband capability is not just limited to Montana or even to western states.
We are finding that it exists to varying levels in virtually every state. This panel focused on the efforts of two
counties to bring Broadband into unserved portions of their county.
San Juan County Colorado has a population of 699 people 637 of whom live in Silverton at an altitude of
9318’. They have the combined problem of a low population and the extreme costs of broadband deployment
in mountainous terrain. Their dream of getting high speed fiber into the school and courthouse may be
nearing completion soon. They are a part of the EAGLE -Net project in Colorado.
EAGLE‑Net Alliance (EAGLE‑Net) is a Colorado intergovernmental entity which operates a cost-sharing
cooperative that will deliver a carrier quality broadband network to more than 170 communities across the
state. EAGLE‑Net is building a sustainable network to better connect education, libraries, government and
health care facilities statewide. EAGLE‑Net also provides commodity Internet services with access to advanced research and education networks.
EAGLE‑Net was awarded a Round-2 $100.6 million Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP)
infrastructure grant in September 2010 from the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA), and planned to bring it to completion by August 2013.
Unfortunately, the projected August of 2013 date has not been met and some specific construction issues
remain to be overcome in order to get the fiber to Silverton and San Juan County. At this point, there is no
projected date for San Juan County’s High Speed Broadband to be operational. This model utilized Federal
dollars combined with state and local dollars to create a multi county internet solution.
Sherman County on the other hand is an example of how a single county leveraged their existing infrastructure to help provide basic Internet service to an unserved section of their county. In their case, Public safety
had required that they create a series of radio towers with a connecting network to support their Land Mobile
Radio system. Utilizing these towers and a series of low power repeaters they have been able to create a
basic wireless internet service to serve a valley not serviced by commercial carriers other than satellite. They
entered a cooperative agreement with a local ISP so that they do not actually provide the internet services but
instead are leasing the repeaters and towers to the ISP. The county has created the opportunity for Internet
service and at the same time is getting revenue from the ISP.
Universal Service Fund Reform – What Is It and What Does It Mean For Counties?
The Universal Service Fund is managed by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and is intended
to promote universal access to telecommunications services. In November 2011, the FCC published the USF
Reform Order that moves USF from supporting legacy telephone services to supporting broadband. Speakers
will address the current status of USF reform and the impact to counties.
Continued on page 7...
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• Mr. Mike Romano, Senior Vice President of Policy, NTCA-The Rural Broadband Association
• Mr. Jonathan Banks, Senior Vice President, Law and Policy, US Telecom
Likely, you pay this fee every month whether you know it or not. The USF fee is a portion of your monthly
phone bill if you have a traditional hard line phone, a cellular phone or in most cases a VOIP cable system
phone. This fee is collected by your phone service provider and transferred to USAC (Universal Services
Administrative Corporation) which administers the fund on behalf of the FCC. USAC is not a government
agency; it is instead an independent non-profit subsidiary of the National Exchange Carrier Association
(NECA). USAC has a 19 member Board of Directors and an Executive Team from diverse disciplines including the regulatory and business sectors. Board members represent the diverse interest groups that are interested in and affected by universal service programs. The members are nominated by their respective interest
groups and are approved by the chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Montana has
one member on the Board of Directors, Geoff Feiss whom many of you may know. Geoff is the General Manager of the Montana Telecommunications Association. He serves on both the High Cost & Low Income Committee and the Audit Committee of the USAC.
The importance of the USF and USAC is not that a fee is collected monthly from each phone, what is
important is how those funds are distributed. The FCC sets the policy for how funds are used and then USAC
administers the processes by which the funds are distributed. Funds are channeled into four major
categories; the High Cost program, the Lifeline Program, the Rural Health Care and the Schools and Library
Program (E-Rate). Changes in the percentages directed to each of these programs can have a significant
effect on your county depending on exactly where your needs lie. If for example you are still having difficulties getting your schools connected to high speed internet then moving funds from the other programs into the
E-Rate program might be favorable to you. If on the other hand you have good connectivity to your libraries
and schools then having more funding go to the High Cost program that provides subsidies the deployment of
commercial and residential broadband into underserved areas may be more favorable to you. These are not
however decisions that you get to make, these funds distribution polices are made by the FCC on a nationwide basis.
In densely populated the carrier’s deployment decisions are based on market conditions and how many
thousands of phones can be serviced by each exchange or cell tower. Here in Montana, these decisions are
heavily influenced by the subsidies provided by the Universal Service Fees. The total amount collected and
the method by which these funds are distributed is critical to Montana counties as it guides both the
magnitude and the nature of the broadband deployment here in Montana.
Next Steps:
Since the February meeting, I have established four working groups to develop policy on the first four of these
topics. The issue of the Universal Funding Reform will be a component of all of the working groups except
the one dealing with creation of a best practices guide for Wireless Siting.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the NACo T & T Committee.
Joe Briggs
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By Tara DePuy, MACo JPIA Land Use Attorney
attorney@riverworks.net

Part I of II (Part II will be in the June MACo News)
Background of Exempt Wells
The Montana Water Code provides an “exempt well” process for de minimis uses of groundwater. Exempt
wells are exempt from the process of obtaining a water right; exempt wells are issued a certificate for groundwater. The water for an exempt well must be put to use prior to filing for the certificate of water right and
there is no notice to other water right holders.
86-2-306(3)(a)(iii) sets forth the exemption. Note the “combined appropriation” language.
when the appropriation is outside a stream depletion zone, is 35 gallons a minute or less, and does not
exceed 10 acre-feet a year, except that a combined appropriation rom the same source by two or more
wells or developed springs exceeding 10 acre-feet, regardless of the flow rate, requires a permit
For at least the last decade there has been angst by senior water users regarding the term combined
appropriation as it relates to exempt wells. The senior water user’s position is that surface and groundwater is
connected and that highly concentrated areas of exempt wells, such as in subdivisions, affect surface water
and their ability to irrigate. There have been numerous attempts during legislative session to redefine
combined appropriation to satisfy the senior water users and the development community to no avail, including the 2015 session.
Litigation was filed in 2010. The Clark Fork Coalition case discussed in more detail below has a long convoluted history but the basic issue is the effect of exempt groundwater wells on senior water right holders. The
case was settled at one time but DNRC was unable to fulfill the terms of the settlement in defining “combined
appropriation” in a manner that was mutually acceptable to the parties. The case is now on appeal to the
Montana Supreme Court and thus the appeal was the impetus for the attempt to find a compromise solution in
the
2015 session.
Clark Fork Coalition Case
On October 27, 2014, the Montana First Judicial District Court issued an Order in the Clark Fork Coalition v.
Tubbs ( DNRC) case, Cause No. BDV-2010-874, (MSCt Appeal DA 14-0813) holding that DNRC’s definition
of “combined appropriation” as is relates to exempt wells was unconstitutional and reinstated the 1987 definition of “combined appropriation” of two or more exempt wells. In 1987, just months after the legislature inserted the concept of combined appropriation into the Water Used Act, DNRC’s original rule was enacted as
follows:
The DNRC rule held unconstitutional by the District Court defined
An appropriation of water from the same source aquifer by means of two or more groundwater developments, the purpose of which, in the department’s judgment, could have been accomplished by a single
appropriation. Groundwater developments need not be physically connected nor have a common
Continued on page 9...
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distribution system to be considered a “combined appropriation.” They can be separate developed
springs or wells to separate parts of a project or development. Such wells and springs need not be developed simultaneously. They can be developed gradually or in increments. The amount of water appropriated from the entire project or development from these groundwater developments in the same source
aquifer is the “combined appropriation.
The 1987 rule was in effect until 1993 when the following rule was enacted:
“combined appropriation” means “an appropriation of water from the same source aquifer by two or more
groundwater developments that are physically manifold into the same system.” ARM 36.12.101(13).
The important distinctions are that:
 the two exempt wells do not have to be physically connected or have a common distribution system and
 the combined appropriation relates to “project or development” which is undefined in state law or DNRC
rule.
The District Court invalidated the 1993 rule and reinstated the 1987 rule holding that the 1993 rule violates
the spirit and legislative intent behind the Water Use Act and the legislative intent in the enactment of the
exempt well statute. The District Court stated that the 1993 rule, while intended to allow small users of
groundwater to proceed without a permit, actually allows large consumptive uses of groundwater without any
notification of senior water users and without the requirement of a water right permit, thus denying senior
water users an effective way to enforce their priority dates.
DNRC Guidance After Clark Fork Coalition Case
On November 12, 2014 DNRC issue guidance on how it will review applications for exempt well certificates, effective as of November 21, 2014.
The DNRC guidance sets forth the four elements of the 1987 definition of “combined appropriation”.
1. Are two or more wells part of a project or development?
2. Do the well or wells withdraw water from the same source aquifer as another well in the project
or development?
3. In the department’s judgment, could the purpose served by the wells have been accomplished by a single
appropriation?
4. If a combined appropriation, does it exceed 10 acre-feet per year?
Caveats:
 It is important to keep in mind that the first exempt well does not constitute a combined appropriation; it
is the second well that may make the first and second well a combined appropriation.
Continued on page 10....
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It is also important to remember that an application for an exempt well cannot be made until the water is
put to beneficial use, whether that use is domestic for a household, for lawn irrigation, for agricultural irrigation, for stock or for other allowed uses. For clarification, DNRC has defined the term “well” to include
a groundwater development such as a well, developed spring, and pits or ponds. Stock ponds are defined
separately in Montana law and have a separate exemption that applies.



And finally, it is also important to remember that an application can be made for a water right for a well
instead of an exempt well.

The DNRC sets forth guidance for subdivisions:
 Subdivisions that have received preliminary plat approval are not subject to the new definition of
combined appropriation.


A subdivision in the review process which has not yet received DEQ approval (subdivisions with lots
sizes less than 20 acres), is subject to the new definition of combined appropriation. A subdivision could
use an exempt well as a water source as long as the subdivider can adequately show to DEQ and DNRC
that the lot domestic uses and lawn irrigation uses do not exceed 10 acre feet per year for the entire
subdivision. (modified by HB 168)



Subdivisions with lot sizes of greater than 20 acres are not subject to DEQ approval and based on the
issued DNRC guidance, exempt wells could be the water source for each lot in those subdivisions.

DEQ also reviews:
1. all divisions of land for condominiums and permanent spaces for recreational vehicles or mobile homes,
no matter the lot size; and
2. leases of airport and state lands, relocation of boundary lines, family transfers and agricultural use
restricted divisions of land.
Subdivisions with lot sizes less than 20 acres, condominiums, permanent spaces for RV/mobile homes, leases of airport and state lands, relocation of boundary lines, family transfers and ag covenants all require a letter from DNRC stating that exempt wells may be used before DEQ will issue its approval.
DEQ does not review connections to existing public wells and for Building for Lease or Rent unless there is
an existing COSA issued by DEQ.
Other than those subdivisions and exemptions requiring DEQ approval, DNRC will evaluate application or
exempt wells as follows:


Whether the ownership of the project/development is a common ownership or permission has been granted by the owner of the property.



Whether the two exempt wells are in the same source aquifer as defined in the DNRC guidance. Well
logs are sufficient evidence to
show that wells are not in the same source aquifer.



Whether the project/development could be accomplished by a single well. Wells that are separated by a
distance of 1320 feet (roughly 40 acres) will not be evaluated. Two wells that are in a common ownership
within 1320 feet will be evaluated to determine whether the project/development could be accomplished
by a single well.
Continued on page 11...
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Whether the two exempts wells will exceed a combined appropriation of 10 acre feet per year. If the two
exempt wells do not exceed the 10 afy, they are not a combined appropriation. Appropriators may amend
existing certificates for exempt wells to reflect actual usage and the second well will not be considered a
combined appropriation if the combined flow rates are less than 10afy. For example, if an exempt well
certificate was issue for 35 gpm/10 afy but only 3 afy per year are used, that certificate could be amended
with an adequate explanation and a new exempt well certificate could be obtained for 7 afy without being
a combined appropriation.

The above guidance is general in nature as DEQ rules as to when and how they review divisions of land is
based on DEQ’s state statutes and administrative rules. Specific fact patterns may result or not result in a
DEQ review that requires a letter from DNRC for the use of an exempt well. Further, the DNRC guidance is
subject to change by DNRC at any time.
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Office of Emergency Management
Open Burning and the New Burn Permit System in Park County

Open burning is an important tool for improving the land and reducing our risks from wildfire. The Native
Americans have been using fire this way long before Europeans settled in Montana. Today we must manage
open burning to ensure public health and safety. The Montana Department of Environmental Quality limits
what can be burned and when to ensure adequate air quality. Park County uses a burn permit system to
differentiate controlled burns from wildfire, to promote safety and to restrict burning during extreme conditions.
Park County has implemented a new electronic burn permit system replacing the old pen and paper system
managed by our 911 Dispatchers. This change creates efficiencies saving time and money, improves
information capabilities, and reduces unnecessary phone calls and complexity in our 911/Dispatch Center.
The new burn permit system was cooperatively developed and is supported by a public - private alliance
between Park County, the Montana Department of Administration's State Information Technology Services
Division, and Montana Interactive, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of eGovernment provider NIC
(Nasdaq:EGOV). Montana Interactive now manages the automated system for Park County.
Anyone can purchase a burn permit online anytime at www.BurnPermits.mt.gov. Permits are also available in
person at Park County Rural Fire District #1, 304 E. Park St. Livingston from 8am-1pm Monday - Friday or
from the Park County DES, Accounting and Clerk & Recorder's offices at the City - County Complex 414 E.
Callender St. Livingston. Permits are available by mail using applications found at fire departments and other
locations around the county.
Park County burn permits cost $7.00 for unlimited use through the calendar year. This is not a new expense.
The cost of managing the old system through the 911/Dispatch Center was paid for using everyone's
taxes. Moving to a fee for permit model simply changes how we pay for the burn permit system. The new
system is now completely funded by those use it. System costs are minimized as expenses are shared
among the 15 participating counties.
Benefits of electronic information are utility and accessibility. Your information is entered once and can be
used for years of open burning. Your personal information is secure but readily available to emergency
responders when needed. Information about burns in progress and finished is available to everyone. An
online map will quickly show whether a suspicious smoke is a controlled burn or possibly a wildfire that should
be reported. Checking the online map before calling 911 will create significant resource savings for 911/
Dispatch, Fire Departments and the Sheriff's Office.
The old burn permit system served Park County well for many years. Change was necessary because Park
County is changing. The cell phone, internet and emerging technologies have transformed how we report and
respond to emergencies. First responders and public safety officers are being asked to do more than ever
before. Park County is committed to engaging technology to provide the highest level of service and safety.
Your participation in the new electronic burn permit system will help us accomplish these goals. If you have
any questions, please contact the Fire Warden's office for assistance: (406) 222-4188.
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JAG Report
By Jim Muskovich
MACo JPIA/JPA Loss Control Specialist

A Jail Advisory Group (JAG) meeting was held on
April 14th, 2015 at the MACo offices. Pam Bunke,
Mike Ferriter, and Bob Anez were introduced to the
Group as the individuals that will be completing the
Strategic Plan for the current Grant MACo is participating in through the Board of Crime Control.
Dennis McCave provided the JAG with an update
regarding the PEER Reviewer Training that was
completed at the Montana Law Enforcement
Academy during the first week of May 2015. There
are currently twenty one (21) PEER Reviewers
trained and ready to assist in reviewing County
Detention Centers. There is still a need for additional
Reviewers in the Eastern portion of Montana. Any
Sheriff’s Office that maintains a Detention Center is
requested to consider having staff trained for this
Program. In addition to the update regarding
Reviewer training, Mr. McCave updated the Group
as to PEER Reviews completed in the past and
reviews that are currently scheduled.
Deb Matteucci, Director of the Montana Board of
Crime Control, provided the JAG with an update regarding the status of the current Grant MACo is participating in through MBCC and the Stage 2 Grant
that MBCC is applying for now. The current Grant is
coming together quite well with reports from the data
gathered through the survey sent out by MBCC to
County Detention Centers and Gallatin County Mental Health studying mental health in County Detention Centers as well as communities throughout the
State of Montana. MACo is on track to complete the
Grant requirements by August of 2015.
MACo staff updated the JAG as to the partnership
between MACo and the NICIC to provide Detention
based training the week of July 27th through 31st
at the Yogo Inn located in Lewistown, Montana.
Registration information will be sent to counties that
maintain Detention Centers. The training will be free
of charge.
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Park County Receives SAG Award
Park County has been selected to receive a Special Achievement in GIS (SAG) award at the 2015 Esri
Conference in July. This award is given to user sites around the world to recognize outstanding work with
GIS technology. Park County’s organization stood out from more than 100,000 others.
In addition to receiving this award, Esri will be showcasing Park County and its important contributions to
GIS at the SAG Award ceremony and online at www.esri.com/sag.
Esri is an international supplier of Geographic Information System Software, web GIS and geodatabase
management applications. The company is headquartered in Redlands, California.

Congratulations Park County!
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Security in the Mobile Era
By 2017, the number of smartphone users in the U.S. is expected to surpass 200 million, nearly 65 percent of the population. Negotiating security in the face of an ever-growing implementation of mobile devices presents serious challenges
for organizations. Risks include the growth of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) (coupled with a lack of security controls
for these devices), loss/theft of devices, and the proliferation of mobile malware.
Users need to understand the risks and the steps they can take to minimize them, particularly as cybercriminals often
use employees as the entry point into an organization’s network. Below are some key actions users can take to help
minimize the likelihood of a successful cyber attack.
Regularly update your device.
Mobile malware increased 75% in 2014 from 2013, and further increases in malware are expected in 2015, particularly
in mobile ransomware. Updated operating systems and security software are critical in protecting against emerging
threats.
Enable encryption.
Enabling encryption on your smartphone is one of the best ways to safeguard information stored on the device, thwarting unauthorized access.
Use a passcode.
In case your phone ever does fall into the wrong hands, don’t make it easy for someone to access all your important information! Enable strong password protection on your device and include a timeout requiring authentication after a period of inactivity. Secure the smartphone with a unique password - not the default one it came with. Do not share your
password with others.
Do not use public Wi-Fi.
Do not log into accounts and do not conduct any sensitive transactions, such as shopping or banking, while using public
Wi-Fi. Disable the “automatically connect to Wi-Fi” setting on your device.
Install applications from trusted sources.
Last fall, Gartner issued a prediction that more than 75 percent of mobile applications will fail basic security tests through
2015. When downloading apps, be proactive and make sure that you read the privacy statement, review permissions,
check the app reviews and look online to see if any security company has identified the app as malicious.
Install a phone locator/remote erase app.
Misplacing your device doesn’t have to be a catastrophe if it has a locater app. Many such apps allow you to log on to
another computer and see on a map exactly where the device is. Remote erase apps allow you to remotely wipe data
from your device, helping minimize unauthorized access to your information in the event you cannot locate the device.
Disable unwanted services when not in use.
Bluetooth and Near Field Capabilities (NFC) can provide an easy way for an unauthorized user near by to gain access to
your data. Turn these features off when they are not required.
Carefully dispose of mobile devices.
With the constant changes in the smartphone market, many users frequently upgrade to new devices. Make sure you
wipe the information from your smartphone before disposal. For information on how to do this, check the website of your
mobile provider or the manufacturer.

Provided by:
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Board Leadership Training held
April 14th was well attended
Source: Ekalaka Eagle
Submitted by Elin Westover, Fallon/Carter County
Extension Agent

The Fallon/Carter Extension Office offered a Board
Leadership Training April 14th. Dan Clark, Director,
MSU Local Government Center, gave an energetic
presentation and addressed the questions and
concerns of local boards. Topics included: Understanding Montana Statutes, Effective Meeting Techniques, Meeting and Board Producers, and Rules.
The educational objectives of this course were to
describe and clarify many of the complex issues
confronting boards and board membership in
Montana. The program was well attended and well
received. Local Boards that were represented at the
training were the Dahl Memorial Healthcare Association, Weed Board, Airport Board, Fair Board,
Chamber of Commerce, Library Board, City Council,
Montana Board of Public Education, Carter County
Museum, Carter County Community Foundation,
Carter County 4-H Council, Land Planning Board,
Carter County Sheep and Cattle Growers Association, School Board, and Camp Needmore Board.

April 2008. He has been serving Montana since
1997. Prior to joining the MSU Local Government
Center, he served the Statewide Director for the
Montana Horizons program from 2006 to 2008.
Previously, Dan worked as a Montana State University Extension faculty member in Teton County from
1997 to 2006. During this time, he serve as Mayor of
Choteau, Montana for four years. He earned his
bachelors and Master’s Degree from the University
of Arizona in Agricultural Education and taught high
school agriculture for three years before joining
Extension. Dan was able to share his wealth of
knowledge and expertise to help boards be more
successful and effective.
If anyone would like more information about the
roles and responsibilities of being on boards, please
visit the Fallon/Carter Extension Office or call
406-778-7110. Local Government Board handbooks
are also available for purchase.

The Local Government Center’s mission is to
strengthen the capacities of local governmental
units and provide training, technical assistance and
research to elected, appointed and administrative
officials. Their goals are to support local governments in providing essential public services to their
communities more efficiently and effectively and to
build and sustain working partnerships with local
government practitioners and their professional
associations.
The LGC seeks to accomplish its mission by building and sustain working partnerships with local
government practitioners and their professional
association (especially the Montana Association
of Counties, the Montana Municipal Insurance
Authority, and the Montana League of Cities and
Towns), Montana Tribal governments, key agencies,
the Local Government Committees of the Montana
State Legislature, and the appropriate departments,
centers, faculty and staff of the Montana University
System.
Dan Clark joined the Local Government Center in
MACo News • Volume 44, Number 5 • May 2015
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Dan Clark, Director, MSU Local Government
Center
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June 4 , 12:00 PM - 1:15 PM MDT
(General Audience)
Strategies for Employers Providing
Retiree Health Coverage

NACo Webinars
May 7 , 12:00 PM - 1:15 PM MDT
(General Audience)
Using Technology to Connect Health Care for
People with Mental Illness
The push to integrated care, particularly for those
with serious mental illness, led a comprehensive
community provider and more than 30 North Carolina counties to explore their fragmented health care
landscapes and transform them by effectively leveraging technology. By enhancing the interoperability
of their counties’ services and hospitals and working
with law enforcement and the courts, the counties
are helping to keep people with serious mental
illness in cost effective treatment and out of hospitals and jails by improving care and outcomes.

May 14 , 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM MDT
(General Audience)
Stepping Up: A National Initiative to Reduce the
number of People with Mental Illnesses in Jails

Join us to learn more about Stepping Up: A National
Initiative to Reduce the Number of People with
Mental Illnesses in Jails. On this webinar, project
partners at the National Association of Counties
(NACo), the Council of State Governments (CSG)
Justice Center and the American Psychiatric
Foundation will discuss the benefits of signing on to
the initiative, how to get started, technical
assistance opportunities and activities, and will
answer any questions about the initiative.
Presenters will also provide recommendations for
who to include on your county team or how you can
leverage existing teams to move forward with the
initiative. They will describe experiences from
counties that have successfully established teams
of stakeholders and kept them engaged throughout
reform efforts. Counties can sign on to the Initiative
starting on May 5, 2015.
18

Many counties currently offer retiree health benefits
to their pre-65 employees. Rising costs, prescription
drug coverage and the Affordable Care Act have
impacted the retiree coverage health plans covered.
Join us to learn what strategies counties are using
to continue providing retiree health coverage while
containing costs.

June 25 , 12:00 PM - 1:15 PM MDT
(General Audience)
U.S. Supreme Court Decision: Health Insurance
Marketplace Tax Credit Subsidies

A critical provision of the Affordable Care Act is to
provide tax credit subsidies to qualifying individuals
and families purchasing health insurance coverage
through the Health Insurance Marketplace. The
Supreme Court case King v. Burwell challenges
whether the subsidies can be provided to those who
obtain coverage via the federal marketplace. The
Supreme Court’s ruling may have a profound impact
on counties as the local safety net and as
employers. Join us to learn the implications.

MACo Conferences
2015 Annual Conference
September 20-24 - Holiday Inn, Missoula

2015 Elected Official Orientation
November 30 - December 3
MACo Conference Room, Helena

2016 Midwinter Conference
February 1-4 - Heritage Inn, Great Falls

2016 Annual Conference
September 18-22 - Billings Hotel
and Convention Center
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Commissioner
Profile
Rob Lund
Wibaux County
Spouses name and time
together: Kara - 6 months We dated in high school, broke
up at college, married other people, divorced,
started seeing each other again and got married
October of 2014.
Occupation and years at current occupation:
Farm/Ranch for 34 years. We operate a purebred
Angus herd with 250 cows and have an annual bull
sale in March. Farm about 2000 acres of peas, oats,
wheat and corn.
Education: Two years at VoTech
Biggest challenge you’ve ever faced: My Dad
passed away at age 55 in 1989 and I took over the
operation at age 28. Thought I knew a lot then, but
boy did I have a lot more to learn.
Two people, alive or not, you would like to have
dinner with: My Dad and John Wayne
Most adventurous thing you’ve ever done:
During the drought in 1988 I went to Mexico and
yes...it was drier there!!!
Favorite TV show: “MASH”
A turning point in your life: My Dad passing away
A book you have read twice (or more):
I don’t crack open the books too much.
The job you wanted at age 18: To guide snowmobiles through West Yellowstone.
Favorite movie: I don’t have a favorite, but I do like
old war and western movies.
Person(s) who had the biggest influence on you/
your life, and why: My Dad and Mom - because
you learn from what they do and what they try to
teach you and mold you into the person you are
today. Learn by example!
MACo News • Volume 44, Number 5 • May 2015
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Emelia’s Safety Corner
Safety tip of the Month
Back pain at work:
Preventing pain and injury
Heavy lifting, repetitive movements and sitting at
a desk all day can take a toll on your back. Get
the facts about back pain at work and how to
prevent it.
Whether it's dull and achy or sharp and stabbing,
back pain can make it hard to concentrate on your
job. Unfortunately, many occupations — such as
nursing, construction and factory work — can place
significant demands on your back. Even routine
office work can cause or worsen back pain. Understand what causes back pain at work and what you
can do to prevent it.





What are the common causes of
back pain at work?
A number of factors can contribute to back pain at
work. For example:




Force. Exerting too much force on your back —
such as by lifting or moving heavy objects — can
cause injury.
Repetition. Repeating certain movements can
lead to muscle fatigue or injury.
Posture. Slouching exaggerates your back's
natural curves, which can lead to muscle fatigue
and injury.




Of course, certain medical conditions and lifestyle
factors — such as obesity, sleeping position, poor
physical condition, smoking and stress — also can
contribute to back pain.

What can I do to avoid back pain at work?
You can take steps to prevent back pain and injuries
at work. For example:


20

Include physical activity in your daily routine.
Maintaining a healthy weight minimizes stress
on your back. For most healthy adults, the
Department of Health and Human Services



recommends at least 150 minutes a week of
moderate aerobic activity or 75 minutes a week
of vigorous aerobic activity — preferably spread
throughout the week — and strength training
exercises at least twice a week. Combine
aerobic exercise, such as swimming or walking,
with exercises that strengthen and stretch your
back muscles and abdomen.
Pay attention to posture. When standing, keep
your weight balanced on your feet. Don't slouch.
To promote good posture when sitting, choose a
chair that allows you to rest both feet flat on the
floor while keeping your knees lower than your
hips. If necessary, prop your feet with a footstool
or other support. If the chair doesn't support your
lower back's curve, place a rolled towel or small
pillow behind your lower back. Remove your wallet or cellphone from your back pocket when
sitting, to prevent putting extra pressure on your
buttocks or lower back.
Lift properly. When lifting and carrying a heavy
object, lift with your knees and tighten your core
muscles. Hold the object close to your body.
Maintain the natural curve of your back. If an
object is too heavy to lift safely, find someone to
help you.
Modify repetitive tasks. Use lifting devices,
when available, to help you lift loads. Try to alternate physically demanding tasks with less
demanding ones. If you work at a computer,
make sure that your monitor, keyboard, mouse
and chair are positioned properly. If you're on the
phone most of the day, use a headset. Avoid
unnecessary bending, twisting and reaching.
Limit the time you spend carrying heavy briefcases, purses and bags. Consider using a rolling
suitcase.
Listen to your body. If you must sit for a
prolonged period, change your position occasionally, if possible rotate sitting and standing,
Stand up or stretch whenever you feel
tired.

Back pain can plague your workdays and free time.
You're not stuck with it, though. Take time to examine your work environment and address situations
that might aggravate your back. Even simple steps
to ease back pain are steps in the right direction.
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You arrive at your hotel and check in at the front desk. When checking in, you give the front desk your
credit card (for all the charges for your room). You get to your room and settle in.

MACo News

Someone calls the front desk and asked for; example Room 620 (which happens to be your room).

Arthur J. Gallagher
200 S. Orange Avenue, Suite
1350 Orlando, FL 32801
(800) 524-0191, Ext. 3512
www.ajg.com

These are the top 10 property and liability claims for small businesses
Source: 2015 Summit Business Media

Most small business owners probably worry about theft, property damage, and fire risks affecting their businesses. While these are common claims for small business owners, perhaps they should be more worried
about customer injury, product liability, and reputational damage.
The Hartford analyzed small business claims from more than one million property and liability policies over five
years, and found that the costliest claims aren't always the most common.
For example, the most common claim -- burglary and theft -- is actually the least expensive claim in The Hartford's ranking of the 10 costliest claims. While 20% of small business owners were impacted by theft and burglary in the past five years, the claims only cost them, on average, $8,000. That isn't much when compared to
the costliest claim, which averages $50,000 per claim.
Here are the top 10 property and liability claims for small businesses, as well as some tips from The Hartford
to prevent experiencing some of these claims.
Burglary and theft: 20% (Percentage of all small business claims) Cost: $8,000
When hiring employees, conduct background checks. Protect your business by ensuring your building has
adequate devices installed to control unauthorized entry, fencing and gates around the building and parking
areas, and sufficient exterior and interior lighting.
Water and freezing damage: 15% - Cost: $17,000
Maintain proper indoor temperature during periods of extremely cold weather, even when away. Make sure
your key employees and personnel know the location of the water shut-off valve. In the event of winter weather, clear roofs and overhangs of excessive snow and ice.
Wind and hail damage: 15% - Cost: $26,000
Continued on page 23...

We are a leader in providing Risk Management solutions to Public Entity and Scholastic organizations. We
provide:



First Dollar or Deductible Programs
Pools, Captives, or Risk Retention Groups

Large or small, we’ll be your partner in providing Risk Management services for your Public
Entity.
Please contact Richard Terlecki or Mary Albee at (800) 524-0191 for more information.
MACo News • Volume 44, Number 5 • May 2015
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These are the top 10 property and liability claims for small businesses
Continued from page 22...

In the event of a storm, know your business property. Treat and maintain trees that can blow over. Protect
windows from flying debris by walking the grounds and moving objects inside that could become projectiles in
high winds, and anchor any equipment stored outside that could be moved by high winds.
Fire: 10% - Cost: $35,000
Fire claims are ranked in the top five of both the most common and costly claims. The average cost for a fire
claim is $35,000, impacting 10% of small business owners in the past five years.
Prevent fire from damaging your business by testing all fire and life safety detection and suppression equipment per local and national fire codes. Protect your employees by establishing or updating your emergency
preparedness plan, which should include fire evacuation routes. Mark the routes clearly and drill employees in
using them.
Customer slip and fall: 10% - Cost: $20,000
Customer injury and damage: >5% - Cost: $30,000
Product liability: >5% - Cost: $35,000
Struck by object: >5% - Cost: $10,000
Reputational harm: >5% - Cost: $50,000
Though less than 5% of small businesses file claims for reputational harm, it is the costliest claim they face. A
claim payout can run much higher if a lawsuit is involved, and can average more than $75,000 per case to
defend and settle. Based on The Hartford's claims history, 35% of all general liability claims result in a lawsuit.
The internet can cause your business reputational harm. Make sure to have permission to post photos or other content on your website to avoid copyright infringement, and avoid criticizing a competitor publicly online or
to customers.
Vehicle accident: >5% - Cost: $45,000
Screen employee driving records before allowing them to use their car for business purposes, and do not
provide incentives to drivers for speedy deliveries.

2015 DIRECTORY OF MONTANA
COUNTY OFFICIALS
Now Available
You may order your directory by going to our website:
www.mtcounties.org
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Butte-Silver Bow
County
Butte-Silver Bow officials are proposing new
local laws that would allow dogs on leashes in
any parks or county open
spaces with walking trails,
saying it will clarity rules
and bring balance to use
of the parks systems.
The renewed push by
Parks Director E. Jay Ellington comes a year after
he proposed that leashed
dogs be allowed in all
county parks, trails and
open spaces. That would
have effectively repealed
a long standing ordinance
that bans dogs from all
public parks, whether
they are on a leash or
not.
After months of further
discussions on whether to
“open it up fully” to dogs
or at least partially, he
settled on the latter.
Parks or open spaces
with trails include Father
Sheehan Park, Parrot
Park, McGruff/ Manning
Park and the Big Butte
open area behind Montana Tech.
Any changes must be
approved by commissioners, and they likely will
hear
from
residents
against the changes.
They say some dogs,
even leashed, are mean
and pose threats and
many people don’t pick
up after their dogs.
“I have constituents
who are absolutely opposed to dogs of any
shape or form in any way
in the parks, but you
know, I think it’s a reason-

able
compromise,”
said
Commissioner
Sheryl Ralph.
Chief
Executive
Matt Vincent supports
the changes, as does
Community
Enrichment Director Ed
Randall, who also
oversees animal control.
Officials say Butte
used to have a serious problem with
stray dogs and dogs
running loose, but
Vincent and commissioners say animal
control
efforts
in
recent years have
made a huge difference.
"I think they are
perfectly reasonable
revisions," said Vincent.

Chouteau County
A new generator
was installed in April
that will keep offices
within the Chouteau
County
Courthouse
up and running in the
event of a power outage.
A $70,000 Department of Homeland
Security grant paid for
the generator. The
project did not require
any contributions from
the county budget,
Chouteau
County
Commissioner Daren
Schuster said.
Linda
Williams,
the Emergency Management Coordinator
for Chouteau County,
applied for the grant
and received word
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last May that the project had been funded.
While the sheriff’s
office, county jail and 9
-1-1 dispatch office already have generator
backup to keep operations running smoothly,
the courthouse previously had to shut down
in the event of a power
outage. The new generator is wired to automatically kick in if
electricity is lost at
the courthouse, avoiding
interruptions to
county business.

Flathead County
ImagineIF Libraries
was named the 2015
Library of the Year at
the Montana Library
Association
annual
conference
in
Bozeman. The award was
selected by library staff
across the state.
“It is such an honor
to be recognized by
our statewide library
association,” ImagineIf
Board Chair Al Logan
said. “We have many
great libraries in Montana, and it means so
much to be recognized
in this way.”
Just over a year
ago,
the
Flathead
County
Library System rebranded, becoming ImagineIF Libraries. The new culture at
ImagineIF
highlights
the energy, fun and
possibility that can be
found in the library, according to staff.
“Library facility and
budget constraints in

the Flathead have not
prevented
ImagineIF
from designing spaces
that vibrate with potential,” Susie Burch said in
her nomination letter.
Burch
credited
ImagineIF’s
visionary
strategic plan as giving
structure and direction to
the “exploration, connections and creation happening in our libraries.”
Montana
State
Library
Director
of
Statewide
Resources
Sarah McHugh, in her
nomination, spoke
of
ImagineIF’s focus on
programs and outreach
for the community and
the resulting “vibrant
partnerships
between
the ImagineIF libraries
and their local communities.”
The
ImagineIF
board and staff wish to
thank the local community members for their support, and invite everyone in the Flathead to
visit their local ImagineIF
library to experience the
fun and exciting happenings in person.

Madison County
Madison
County
Commissioners
approved two agreements
in April with the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,
a
cooperative
equipment
agreement
and a cooperative fire
control
assistance
agreement.
“It’s a cooperative
program between the
state and all 56 counties
25
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to provide fire training
and then suppression,”
explained Don Copple,
who is with the DNRC. “If
one of your local fire departments responds, they
can request assistance
from the state.”
Copple pointed out
there are two kinds of requests for assistance mutual aid and county
assist.
“When I hear a call for
county assist, I know
we’re going to be really
involved,” he said. “When
we hear a call for mutual
aid, we could get involved
later.”
Commissioner Dave
Schulz asked if the stat
takes over the management of a fire if they are
called to help out.
“It’s up to you,” Copple said. “The commissioners or the fire chief
may say they just need a
helicopter for a few days
or you may need us to
take over.”
The equipment agreement between the state
and the county means
there is state fire fighting
equipment
scattered
throughout the county
that local fire departments
can use if a fire starts in
an area where they are
responsible.
“When the local fire
department is the direct
assist, they can use the
state equipment,” Copple
said.
Direct assist is the
term used for whatever
entity is in charge of responding to a fire, depending on location in the
26

county. Each of the
county fire departments has a direct
assist area. The forest
Service and the state
also have direct assist
zones.

Missoula County
Commissioners
awarded a contract to
Jackson
Contractor
Group to complete
phase 4 of the courthouse remodel. The
company won the initial bid in 2012 when
work to renovate the
historic building and
the connecting annex
began.
Farnes placed the
running cost of the
project at $12 million
to $14 million. The
final phase is expected to cost roughly
$3.5 million, he said,
and they’ll continue to
look for ways to shave
costs.
“We’re going to
not move the jury box
and court rail or redo
the judge’s bench out
18 inches,” he said.
“That moving and
making more room
would cost almost
$80,000. There are
things like that we
took out to save on
price.”
Phase 1 of the
project included renovations to the first
floor of the courthouse, along with the
first and fourth floor of
the annex. Phase 2
moved on to the second floor of the court-

house.
Farnes said the
final phase will finish
the building’s uppermost floor. That includes the remodel of
the historic Missoula
County District Court
courtroom and seismic
reinforcement of the
historic clock tower.
“We’re not going to
do the intricate artwork
over again, but we’ll
paint the wall and
make it look nice,” he
said. “The costs were
expected because of
the detail that needed
to be put back into the
historic part and the
mechanical
changes
that we made.”
Farnes said the
project may be expensive, but he added that
the work is well done.
Asbestos hasn’t been
a major issue during
the ongoing renovation.
“The
courthouse
itself has been pretty
good,” he said. “The
annex is where we’ve
had the asbestos.”

Sweet Grass
County
Construction of a
$35 million to $40 million wind energy project in Greycliff is set to
begin this summer.
Twelve turbines will
be erected on a portion
of Hobble Diamond
Ranch, located 12
miles east of Big Timber and five miles north
of Interstate 90. Collec-

tively, the turbines are
expected to generate 20
megawatts — enough
to supply power to 6,000
families, said Patrick
Pelstring, president and
CEO of Natural Renewable Solutions (NRS), the
company responsible for
managing the project.
“We would hope to
start construction at
some point this summer,
and we would expect
that it would probably
take six to 10 months to
finish the wind farm,”
Pelstring
said.
“We
would
expect
when
we’re up and operating
to be one of the largest
taxpayers in the county.”
According to a document
presented
to
Sweet Grass County
Commissioners Nov. 17,
2014, the wind farm is
projected to generate
$24 million in tax value,
create 30 to 40 jobs during the construction
phase and two to four
permanent positions upon completion.
The wind farm is
classified as a Community Renewable Energy
Project (CREP), which
means a portion of the
project must be owned
by the local community.
CREP projects are also
eligible for both federal
and state tax credits,
according
to
Sweet
Grass County Commissioner Bob Faw. These
credits can provide as
much as two-thirds of
the project’s revenue
stream during the first 10
years of operation.
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Calendar of Events
(Please see the MACo website for

more detailed information at www.mtcounties.org)

June 2015
1-5
12
24

District Meetings
JPIA Defense Counsel Meeting - MACo Bldg.
MACo Board Meeting - Joint MACo/JPIA/JPA/
HCT Budget Adoption Meeting - MACo Bldg.

July 2015
10-14

NACo Annual Conference & Exposition Charlotte, NC

Board of Directors
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President
Dave Schulz, Madison County
1st Vice President
Maureen Davey, Stillwater County
2nd Vice President
Todd Devlin, Prairie County
Fiscal Officer
Mike McGinley, Beaverhead County
Urban Representative
Jim Reno, Yellowstone County
Immediate Past President
Joe Briggs, Cascade County
PAST PRESIDENTS
Greg Chilcott, Ravalli County
John Ostlund, Yellowstone County
Carl Seilstad, Fergus County
Mike McGinley , Beaverhead
John Prinkki, Carbon County
Bill Kennedy, Yellowstone County
Carol Brooker, Sanders County
Bob Mullen, Jefferson County
DISTRICT CHAIRS
1. Gary Macdonald, Roosevelt County
2. Douglas Buxbaum, Dawson County
3 Doug Martens, Rosebud County
4. Larry Hendrickson, Liberty County
5. Ron Ostberg, Teton County
6. Richard Moe, Wheatland County
7. Susie Mosness, Sweet Grass County
8. Leonard Wortman, Jefferson County
9. Marty Malone, Park County
10. Bill Barron, Lake County
11. Jeff Burrows, Ravalli County
12. Tom Rice, Beaverhead County
ELECTED OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION REPS
County Attorneys - Leo Gallagher, Lewis & Clark
County
Clerk & Recorders - Bret Rutherford,
Yellowstone County
Clerks of Court - Valerie Hornsveld,
Broadwater County
Clerks of Court - Connie Mattfield, Musselshell
County
Magistrates - Linda Budeski, Park County
School Superintendents - Susan Beley,
Wheatland County
Sheriffs & Peace Officers - Chris Hoffman,
Ravalli County
Treasurers - Jane Stene, Sweet Grass County

Association Events
June 9 - 12

Sheriff’s Convention - Hilton Garden Inn,
Missoula

August 3 - 7 Clerk & Recorders Convention - Crowne
Plaza Hotel, Billings
Sept. 15 - 17 Treasurer’s Convention - Red Lion
Colonial, Helena

MACo STAFF
Harold Blattie, Executive Director
Sheryl Wood, Associate Director
Kathy Johnson, Finance Director
Sara McGowan, Accounting Technician
Karen Houston, Meeting Planner
Shantil Siaperas, Legislative Analyst &
Communications Specialist
Sharon Wilson, Administrative Assistant
Greg Jackson, JPIA/JPA Trust Administrator
Shannon Shanholtzer, JPIA/JPA Associate
Trust Administrator
Emelia McEwen, Senior Loss Control Specialist
Jim Muskovich, Loss Control Specialist
Bonnie Knopf, Claims Data Specialist
Brian Hopkins, General Counsel
Carol Knight, Legal Assistant
Gregory Bonilla, Managing Defense Counsel
Maureen Lennon, Defense Counsel
Mitch Young, Defense Counsel
Kimberly Potter, Legal Assistant
Sidnie Bernhardt, Legal Assistant
Dennis Jupka, Claims Administrator
Wendy Sesselman, Workers’ Comp Claims
Supervisor
Christine Holling, Senior Claims Representative
Liz Krzan, Senior Claims Representative
Kim O’Brian, Claims Specialist
Debbie Bjerke, Claims Representative
Karyn Shirilla, Claims Support Specialist
Alyce Bailey, HCT Administrator
Laurie Goltry, HCT Program Coordinator
Deanna Carpenter, HCT Administrative/Enrollment
Assistant
Pam Walling, HCT Marketing Coordinator
Shelley Murphy, HCT Marketing Coordinator
Tom Beneventi, Facilities Director
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ASSOCIATE
MEMBERS
Diamond
Member
Arthur Gallagher
Risk Management
Services
MT Dept. of
Commerce

Silver Members
Nationwide
Retirement
Solutions
NorthWestern
Energy
Apollo Solutions
Group

Bronze Members
AT & T
Morrison-Maierle
Ameresco, Inc.
WGM Group
Dorsey & Whitney
Territorial
Landworks, Inc.

Copper Member
MDU Resources
Anderson
ZurMuehlen
& Company P.C.
MT Newspaper
Association

AFFILIATE
MEMBER
Montana Association
of County Road
Supervisors (MACRS)

Thank you to our
Members!
For information on
how to become an
Associate Member,
visit our website at
www.mtcounties.org
or call
406-449-4360

2015
Directory of
Montana County
Officials
Available now

MACo NEWS
Ph: 449-4360 Fax: 442-5238
maco@mtcounties.org
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